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Wireless Europe
Demand for wireless services is soaring. The European Commission's radio spectrum policy helps to
make the most of our airwaves.

[1]

The majority of spectrum allocation is fragmented and countries are not following their obligations to
assign spectrum. Only 5 of 28 Member States have assigned all 100% of the 1025 MHz of EUharmonised spectrum for mobile broadband due to be assigned by end 2012. Only 12 Member
States have released the 800 MHz band to operators, the band most critical for 4G LTE and
expanding broadband coverage into rural areas. We aim to consolidate the market, and therefore,
on11 September 2013 (calendar [2]), we adopted a legislative package [3] for a "Connected
Continent: Building a Telecoms Single Market" aimed at building a connected, competitive continent
and enabling sustainable digital jobs and industries.

What's Radio Spectrum Policy?
Radio spectrum is a ubiquitous resource, but also finite. As more and more people want to use it, we
need better coordination and smarter technologies. For example, new technologies [4] benefit from
the internal market for wireless services based on harmonised EU rules; while more [5]flexible
usage conditions [5] help markets to develop and support innovation. Since 2002, the EU's Radio
Spectrum Policy [6] has ensured the availability and efficient use of spectrum.

Get involved and contribute
The European Commission and national spectrum regulators work closely together to develop
common rules. But radio spectrum policy also has an impact on many stakeholders. Find out how
you can contribute and learn more about the current activities in the Radio Spectrum Policy Group
(RSPG) [7] and the Radio Spectrum Committee (RSC) [8].

Spectrum Library
The Radio Spectrum P [9]olicy archive [9] contains documents such as relevant EU legislation,
Commission Decisions, studies, etc; as well as access to committee working documents.
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Newsroom [12]

Press Releases [13]

New advisory group on future use of UHF spectrum for TV and wireless broadband [14]
(13/01/2014)
Surfing in the sky [15] (14/11/2013)
Letter from President Barroso to the Members of the European Council [16] (27/09/2013)

Funding opportunities [17]

Call for tenders: Study on "The socio-economic benefits of network sharing" (SMART
2014/0024) [18] (25/03/2014)
Call for tenders: Study on "Use of commercial mobile networks and equipment for
"mission-critical" high-speed broadband communications in specific sectors"<br> SMART
2013/0016 [19] (26/06/2013)
Call for tenders: Study on "Challenges and opportunities of broadcast-broadband
convergence and its impact on spectrum and network use" <br>SMART 2013/0014 <br>
[20] (26/06/2013)

Events [21]

Workshop on the use of commercial mobile networks and equipment for ‘mission-critical’
high-speed broadband communications in specific sectors [22] (Brussels, Belgium,
30/04/2014)
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Publications [23]

Report/Study:
(31/03/2014)

2014 Information society report on Enlargement countries [24]

Report/Study: High-Level Group 2nd meeting on the future use of the UHF frequency band
(470-790 MHz) [25] (Brussels, Belgium, 10/03/2014)
Policy/Legislation:
[26] (16/01/2014)

Report, presentations and video of the Aeronautical Spectrum Seminar

Audiovisual [27]

#ConnectedContinent [28] (12/09/2013)
Video: Technology at the turnstiles [29] (08/12/2006)
Video: A busy year - Jun - Oct 2006 [30] (21/11/2006)

Speeches [31]

Future of the UHF radio spectrum band [32] (Neelie KROES, Vice-President of the European
Commission responsible for the Digital Agenda, 13/01/2014)
Building a connected continent [33] (Neelie Kroes, Vice-President of the European
Commission responsible for the Digital Agenda, 10/10/2013)
Building a connected continent [34] (Neelie Kroes, Vice-President of the European
Commission responsible for the Digital Agenda , 24/09/2013)

News [35]

FIA Athens 2014 - Submit your working session proposals by 25 October 2013! [36]
(14/10/2013)
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Panel discussion: The Dawn of 5G - Enabling the Wireless Future [37] (29/08/2013)
Network Technologies Newsflash [38] (04/06/2013)

Event reports [39]

First stakeholder workshop for the study [40] (Brussels, Belgium, 27/03/2014)

Projects news & results [41]

Projects news & results:

Portugal ICT: Extending the Age of Discovery [42] (30/05/2013)
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